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Building an inspiring Visitor Brand is essential to
rebuilding the New South Wales visitor economy
and safeguarding its resilience. It will help us
deliver growth in visitor nights and spend, while
supporting our collective endeavour to create
a more unified voice for New South Wales. 
This toolkit will introduce you to the new Visitor
Brand and how you can use it in your everyday
marketing to attract more visitors to your
destination or experience.
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BRAND KEY DATES
24 October 2021
FEEL NEW TV commercial goes to air
to excite and inspire future travel

14 November 2021

QUICK LINKS
VIEW THE BRAND CAMPAIGN
LAUNCH WEBINAR

DOWNLOAD NSW BRAND RESOURCES

Renew recovery campaign in market to drive
immediate visitation and increase spend

1 December 2021
FEEL NEW SYDNEY TV commercial goes
to air to drive visitation to Sydney

Feb 2022
TV and digital video campaign to encourage
planning and booking for the year ahead

VIEW THE FEEL NEW
TV COMMERCIAL

VIEW THE FEEL NEW SYDNEY
TV COMMERCIAL
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OUR BRAND CHALLENGE

When travel is about the promise
of encountering something
new, people feel as though
they already know our story.
We need people to (re)discover
New South Wales and, therefore,
we need to challenge their perceptions
and make them feel differently.
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OUR BRAND POSITIONING

A COLLISION OF DIVERSE
NATURAL WONDERS
AND VIBRANT CULTURE
THAT ENERGISES
YOU LONG AFTER.
We will demonstrate that vibrant cultural experiences
and natural beauty don’t have to be mutually exclusive.
They can intersect and combine in a single place; and
when they do, they energise visitors in every way.
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OUR BRAND IDEA

Our brand idea demonstrates
to visitors that an incredible
destination is not just about
what you can do there...
but how it makes you feel.

FEEL NEW
A feeling of being re-energised,
rediscovering heightened emotions,
feeling transformed, feeling more alive.

NEW SOUTH WALES
The energy source that stays with you.

CONNECTION

JOY
More than ever before, people
want to do something new, meet
someone new, see something
new… feel something new.
The NSW visitor economy is invited
to celebrate all the diverse feelings
across NSW and Sydney that
combine to make visitors FEEL NEW.

ADVENTURE

REJUVENATION

FREEDOM

BELONGING

AWE
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WHY THE NEW BRAND MATTERS
Destination marketing campaigns can seem like a sea
of sameness, filled with clichéd language and images.
The FEEL NEW brand empowers New South Wales to stand
apart with its own voice, own personality and its own story.
By telling your story alongside ours, our message becomes
stronger. It will make it easier for people to recognise our
advertising and book NSW holidays.
FEEL NEW is a brand that belongs to all of us.
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BRAND CREATIVE
LOOK AND FEEL
The Visitor Brand brings the viewer into
the image. To help them feel the place
and not just see it as a spectator. The
creative look evokes feelings, shows our
people and places in new ways and brings
to life our unparalleled diversity of nature,
culture and experiences.
The images, font and colour palette
are all part of the FEEL NEW story.

FEEL
CO NNEC T ED
TO SOME O NE E LSE ’S
STO RY
Bangarra Dance Theatre
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MASTER BRAND MARK
New South Wales visitor economy
businesses can use the brand mark on
marketing materials, including social
posts, email promotion and websites.
USING THE BRAND MARK
Do
Always use the brand mark artwork
files available for download in the
Destination NSW Resource Hub.
Always leave space around the brand
mark so that it can easily be seen. The
safe area must be free of copy, graphic
elements and high-contrast imagery.
Do Not
Stretch, change the typeface or alter
the brand mark in any way.
Approval is required when using the
brand mark in print, outdoor, TV and
signage – please submit this form.

DOWNLOAD FEEL NEW
MASTER BRAND MARK

Master Gradient Version

Master Solid Version

Stacked Version
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SYDNEY BRAND MARK
A separate Sydney brand mark has been
developed for use by Greater Sydney
based visitor economy businesses.
Like the master brand mark, it can be
used on marketing materials, including
social posts, email promotions and
websites.
The FEEL NEW Sydney brand mark
follows the same usage guidelines as
the master brand mark.
Approval is required when using the
Sydney brand mark in print, outdoor, TV
and signage – please submit this form.

DOWNLOAD FEEL NEW
SYDNEY BRAND MARK

Please note: Penrith and Hawkesbury
based visitor economy businesses to
use FEEL NEW Sydney brand mark.

Sydney gradient Version

Sydney solid Version

Sydney stacked Version
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CLEAR SPACE &
MINIMUM SIZE
CLEAR SPACE GUIDE

Always leave space around the brand
mark to protect legibility. This safe area
must be free of copy, graphic elements
and high-contrast imagery.
Correct clearance space distance is
based on the width and height of the
FEEL NEW brand mark.

MINIMUM SIZE GUIDE

Minimum size conditions ensure clear
reproduction and appropriate scale of
the FEEL NEW brand mark.
Please ensure the minimum height of
the brand mark is 10mm for print and
40 pixels for digital applications.

10mm/40px
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INCORRECT USAGE

BRAND MARK USAGE
To ensure high quality results, it is
important to follow the recommendations
set out within the toolkit.

DON’T CROP OR ALTER THE BRAND MARK

Do not alter the position of the elements that form the
brand mark.

DON’T MERGE WITH ANOTHER LOGO

Never merge the brand mark with another logo.

Suggested Brand Mark Use
The FEEL NEW brand mark should
always play a supportive role in your
communications, allowing your own
brand to lead.
The FEEL NEW brand mark should never
be placed close to your own logo, rather
it should feature in a secondary position
away from your logo.

DON’T DISTORT OR COLOUR THE BRAND MARK

Never skew, colour or distort the brand mark or use it
on an angle. Only ever use the supplied brand mark file.

DON’T ENCLOSE IN A SHAPE

Don’t enclose the brand mark inside a shape or box.

DON’T APPLY ANY EFFECTS

Never add special effects to the brand mark. Only ever use
the supplied brand mark file.

DON’T PLACE OVER BUSY IMAGES

Do not place the brand mark over imagery that does not
provide contrast.
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WRITING FOR FEEL NEW
Tone of voice is how we talk about our
experiences. It reflects our personality
and the emotional connection we have
with the audience.
It doesn’t require poetry of any kind,
it just requires us to imagine how each
experience would truly make visitors
feel, and then write about it. It’s all
about shifting from talking about the
facts of a destination, to how it will
make the visitor feel.

1. EVOKE A FEELING

2. FIND THE NEW IN EVERYTHING

3. DEMONSTRATE COLLISION

First and foremost, we want to bring to life
the way different experiences will leave our
visitors feeling.

Beyond feelings and emotive language, we
can also use language and tone to make the
familiar sound unexpected, and describe
locations in a new way.

Nowhere but NSW has such a collision of
culture and nature and experiences. It’s what
sets us apart. Whatever the experience or
destination, seek ways of bringing together
nature and culture.

From big, long lasting emotions, to smaller
more fleeting moments.
These evocative feelings will take visitors
somewhere new and help us build a tone
of voice authentic to NSW.

Always look for ways to find a new
perspective of a product or experience.
This could be a surprising fact we’ve never
heard or a point of view that makes visitors
think ‘that’s new to me’.

Everything we do should FEEL NEW.

For example, a post about a winery could
also talk to the adventure activities that are
in the same area. Or contrast a destination,
known for adventure, with the surrounding
nature and how it can also make you feel
calm and rejuvenated.

HEADLINE EXAMPLES
BREATHTAKING COASTAL WALKS TO ENERGISE
YOUR SPIRIT

TASTE YOUR WAY THROUGH SYDNEY’S MOST DELICIOUS
NEIGHBOURHOODS

IMMERSE YOURSELF IN THE WILDERNESS WITH
A NIGHT AT WOLLEMI WILDERNESS TREEHOUSE

10 OUTBACK GETAWAYS TO FEEL LIKE THE ONLY PERSON
ON EARTH

FEEL YOUR HEART BEAT FASTER WITH THESE
EPIC ADVENTURES

BLISSFUL SPA EXPERIENCES TO MAKE YOU FEEL NEW
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WRITING TIPS
This is our opportunity to move away
from clichéd tourism advertising.
Words should capture a feeling, tell
a story and find the new in everything.
These writing style examples will help
align your writing to the FEEL NEW
brand and illustrate a few key things
to avoid.

TYPICAL TOURISM WORDS

FEEL NEW EXAMPLES

Words: Enjoy, experience, escape, visit, discover

With a quick dip or a few laps, the icy freshness of Bogey Hole, a convictbuilt ocean pool in Newcastle, will leave you recharged for a full day or
night exploring the rest of the city.

Why to avoid: These words do not convey the feelings that the
experience can evoke.

Words: Awesome, amazing, world-class, must-see, bucket-list,
hidden gems
Why to avoid: These words are not as meaningful as they once were
because they have become very common in the tourism space.

Words: Unique
Why to avoid: The word is overused and does not evoke the one-of-a-kind
meaning that we want to get across. Explain the feeling or how
the experience is different. Uncover the lesser-known stories
that makes the reader think “that’s new to me”.

Words: Spoilt for Choice, Something for Everyone
Why to avoid: These are used too frequently to try and showcase
diversity of an experience or destination. Demonstrate diversity
by including contrasting experiences in the same statement.

Surrounded by the endless green of World Heritage-listed wilderness, the
Capertee Valley is the world’s second largest canyon. Its majestic peak,
Pantoneys Crown - a sheer sandstone clifftop that rises up like a pagoda
from the valley ﬂoor - beckons keen walkers to climb its summit. Or drive
up to Pearsons Lookout for a panoramic view of the crown and valley below.

Community is at the heart of Limone Dining, a modern Australian
restaurant with Italian inﬂuence and a produce-driven ethos. Taste your
way through the ever-evolving seasonal menu, inspired by freshly picked
ingredients grown on the restaurant’s own farm, and supplied daily by a
local network of growers and producers.

There’s a fresh sense of power when you surrender to a new
adventure. It surges through you as jump into the ocean to swim with
dolphins or soar down a wave at Fingal Bay; as the view awakens in
front of you at Tomaree Head; or as you cycle up to Gan Gan Lookout
at Nelson Bay. Adrenaline washes away the everyday as you challenge
yourself climbing the sea cliffs with Escape Trekking Adventures, when
your quad bike leaps across the sand with Sand Dune Adventures and
while getting up close to native wildlife at Tilligerry Habitat Reserve.
And as you sandboard down Worimi’s golden dunes, your cheeks tingle
as you fling yourself out of your comfort zone – and every sense feels
unapologetically alive.
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ON BRAND

ON BRAND

ON BRAND

PHOTOGRAPHY TIPS
Photos should be authentic. Real
people, natural and in the moment.
When taking photos explore
unexpected angles to provide
a fresh take on familiar scenes.
Here are examples of how to put the
camera and the viewer directly into
the action with others.
Correct Licences
Make sure that you can use the photo.
Secure correct usage licences, from the
photographer and people in the image,
before posting or publishing. 
Image Captioning
Photos and images should always be
captioned to help the audience know
where and what they are looking at.
Image captions are always placed on
the bottom right-hand side of the image
where possible. List the information
by Location/Region and then
Experience/Business/Region and
use a locator icon as shown below.

Observational, natural and in the moment.

ON BRAND

Involved and a part of the action.
Authentic. Embrace bad weather as well as good.

ON BRAND

Landscape photos are moody, evocative and capture
a unique sense of place.

ON BRAND

Locator style:

Bangarra Dance Theatre
To access photos of Sydney and
New South Wales for use in your
own communications, please visit:
THE DESTINATION NSW
CONTENT LIBRARY
Dynamic, with movement and unexpected framing.

Authentic. Real people, real emotions.

Aerial photos have a strong focal point and capture
a broad vision of the destination.
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VIDEO CONTENT TIPS
When capturing your video content
think about:
The story you want to tell from
a human perspective. Capture
real feelings.
Instead of telling customers the
details of your product or region,
show someone’s positive reactions
to experiencing it.Look for ways to
show product through unfamiliar
angles and compositions. Avoid
overly staged scenes of a perfect
setting and embrace the naturalness
of the scene and the spontaneous
interaction between people.
Show the true essence of a place
that has both the stunning and the
imperfect.Embrace all seasons
and weather conditions to convey
different moods and feelings.

Observational approach to capture real reactions

Don’t forget about where you are
going to use the video content that
you have captured. If this is for social
media, the video in portrait works
best for posting. If this is to go on
your website, the video in landscape
works best. Remember to edit
before posting.
Use music to heighten a particular
feeling or experience. Sound effects
can also make a video more emotive.

Embrace the imperfect… reflect the true essence
of NSW, in good weather and bad

Incidental moments around the main action
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SMALL CHANGES MAKE A BIG IMPACT
Here’s how you can make small changes to your marketing to align with
the FEEL NEW Brand Campaign, resulting in us all talking with one voice:
1.	
Update your Get Connected listing and
your own digital assets with messages
about how your visitors can feel renewed
by your experience.
2.	
Use images that reflect the brand principles
of evoking feelings and demonstrating a
collision of nature and culture.
3.	Keep your eNewsletters and social accounts
newsworthy with stories about the
lesser-known aspects of your experience
or destination.

5.	
Add the FEEL NEW brand mark to your
marketing activities including website and
email promotions. This associates your
destination or business with the Destination
NSW-led nationwide campaign.
6.	When shooting new videos show the
emotion of the experience not just the
product or landscape.
7.	You might create new experiences or add
extra value that makes our visitors feel new.
Why not collaborate with other businesses
to create something special?

4.	
Add #feelNSW, #feelnewsydney or #feelnew
and our new interactive stickers to your
social posts to increase engagement and
exposure. Encourage your visitors to use
them - more shares means more exposure.

Free tools, files and guidelines can be downloaded from the
Destination NSW Resource Hub
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MAKING YOUR GET CONNECTED LISTING STAND OUT
You will see our new Brand Campaign on TV,
across social channels and across digital channels.
The new brand will encourage visitors to go to
visitnsw.com and sydney.com to discover NSW
destinations to plan and book accommodation
and experiences directly with tourism businesses. 
With more than 1.5 million website visits a month,
we know that travellers are looking to plan and
book on the Destination NSW websites. The aim
is that visitors can connect with NSW businesses
in less than three clicks. 
If you already have a listing on visitnsw.com or
sydney.com there’s no need to register again,
but you may want to check your business listing
is up to date. 
If you are not registered click here

When creating and updating your listing consider:
Writing about how your experience makes your
visitor feel as well as the practical information
Including an interesting fact or feature that
makes visitors think “that’s new to me”
Refreshing copy with seasonal messages
to create urgency
Promoting Dine and Discover and
Stay and Rediscover vouchers
Showcasing value-added offers for your visitors
Linking your Get Connected listing to your
Google My Business listing
Including COVID-compliance messages
to reassure potential customers.
View Get Connected ‘How to’ guides here
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INTEGRATING THE FEEL NEW BRAND INTO
YOUR DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS

NEWSLETTER

FEEL the freedom of
New South Wales again.
Um, adi cores moditis quiaes molupta qui dolesti blati coria quasition eium rererum volectio
enit porporr ovitat vollaciis quam, ulparci nonsed ea deligenda verionsequi cus eos dellabor
maximpo rescimus, utat. Exerumquis am venectur, voluptas inus aut enimus sanihicipsum
est, cum eicia cullabo ressunt ommodi cone voluptatur, quid qui doluptat. Dunt enis simolor
isquaec tectem voluptatet id qui repudaeperi repre, simus eiciis everum

Cum voluptis iliqui omnimus ipita sam,
sam inis que et dolent od quia idicipsum
as eum quiae et lab ium qui ut esto que

LEARN MORE

Keep your eNewsletters and social
accounts newsworthy with stories
about the lesser known aspects
of your business or town on how
visitors can FEEL NEW. Use the
writing tips in this Toolkit to help
you include FEEL NEW in your copy.

Cum voluptis iliqui omnimus ipita sam,
sam inis que et dolent od quia idicipsum
as eum quiae et lab ium qui ut esto que

LEARN MORE

It is time to reconnect,
to explore our great
state and FEEL NEW again!

Fictional example for illustration purposes only
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SHARING FEEL NEW CONTENT
ON YOUR CHANNELS

DESTINATION NSW CONSUMER SOCIAL CHANNELS

Sharing what other people say about
you brings credibility to your destination
or business.

FACEBOOK

It also helps you create more variety in your posts. 

INSTAGRAM

@SYDNEY

@VISITNSW

@SYDNEY

@VISITNSW

@SYDNEY

@VISITNSW

@SYDNEY

@VISITNSW 

@SYDNEY_SIDER

@NEWSOUTHWALES

@SEESYDNEY

@VISITNEWSOUTHWALES

To share content:
1. Follow Destination NSW social channels
TIK TOK

2. Find a post that is relevant to your followers,
business or destination
3. F
 acebook: Click on the ‘share’ button at the bottom
right-hand side of the post

YOUTUBE

4. Instagram: You can add the post to your Story by
clicking the ‘share’ arrow and ‘add post to your story’.
Sharing and engaging with Destination NSW social
posts also lets your followers know that you’re
a part of the new Brand Campaign.

TWITTER

PINTEREST
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FEEL NEW ANIMATED
STICKERS (GIFs) 
Interactive stickers are a great way to
engage with your audience. GIF stickers
can be put on an image or video on
some social formats. 
We have created a custom FEEL NEW
interactive stickers that you can “stick”
on your Instagram Stories or Reels,
Facebook Stories and TikToks.
When you use the FEEL NEW stickers
in your social posts, you become part
of the wider FEEL NEW campaign
that your customers will be seeing.
How to use stickers:
1. C
 lick on “+” button on Instagram
and select ‘Story or Reels’ 
2. S
 elect or capture your image / video
3. C
 lick on the sticker “GIF” feature and
type “feelNSW” in the search bar
4. Tap on the sticker you like
5. M
 ove the sticker around your image
or video until you’re happy with it
6. A
 dd #feelNSW or #feelnewsydney
to your Story or Reels
7. Post to your Instagram page
For information about other Interactive
Stickers be sure to watch the NSW First
Facebook & Instagram for Tourism
webinar series on ‘Engaging an
Audience’ here

DOWNLOAD FEEL NEW
ANIMATED GIFS

We've created a short
how-to video on applying
the animated sticker to
your Instagram Stories.

WATCH NOW
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USE #feelNSW and
#feelnewsydney
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Tag us in your posts
and stories.
The Destination NSW social media
team monitors this hashtags and will
proactively engage with content
featuring the FEEL NEW hashtags.

All NSW Tours

All NSW Tours

Sponsored

Sponsored

It’s time to FEEL NEW AGAIN! Get out and explore
our city once again and enjoy summer specials
available now for a limited time.

It’s time to FEEL NEW AGAIN! Get out and explore
our state once again and enjoy winter specials
available now for a limited time.

 ASHTAGS
H
In addition to your business hashtags,
when posting about NSW, you can
also use the campaign hashtags:
- Regional NSW: #feelNSW
- Sydney: #feelnewsydney
Hashtags should be added to the
post caption, stories frame or
Instagram Reels.
If you would like to include additional
hashtags you can use #feelnew,
#ilovesydney for Sydney based content
or #NewSouthWales for Regional
based content.
Remember to also tag the relevant
products and experiences featured
in the post as well as your town
or destination.

ALLNSWTOURS.COM.AU

#feelnewsydney
#ilovesydney

ALLNSWTOURS.COM.AU

LEARN MORE

#yourdestination #feelNSW
#NewSouthWales

LEARN MORE

For tips on creating engaging social
media posts watch the NSW First
Facebook & Instagram for Tourism
webinar series here

Fictional example for illustration purposes only
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USE THE FEEL NEW BRAND
MARK ON YOUR WEBSITE

WEBSITE INTEGRATION EXAMPLE

IT’S TIME TO GET OUT AND EXPLORE
AND FEEL NEW AGAIN!

#feelNSW

HIGH FLYING
TOURS

FAMILY FRIENDLY
TOURS

Fictional example for illustration purposes only
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INTEGRATING FEEL NEW IN
YOUR DIGITAL ADVERTISING

FEEL the excitement
of Sydney again.

DIGITAL BANNER ADS

FEEL the energy
of Sydney again.

FEEL the
freedom
of NSW
again.

#feelnewsydney

LEARN MORE

FEEL the excitement of
New South Wales again.
#feelNSW

Limited NSW
packages now
available.

#feelnewsydney

LEARN MORE

Limited time NSW
packages now available.

LEARN MORE

#feelNSW
LEARN MORE

Fictional example for illustration purposes only
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STAY INFORMED
More tools, guidelines, resources and assets will become available as we build our
brand together over the coming months and years. The Destination NSW team will
continue to keep you informed of the future campaign phases and opportunities
through the following channels:
Keep up to date with the NSW First program on how to develop, promote and sell
your tourism products. Face-to-face workshops and online webcasts are added to
the calendar throughout the year.

Subscribe to the Insights newsletter to have the latest
NSW visitor economy news emailed to you each week
Follow the Destination NSW corporate social channels
@destination_nsw


@destinationnsw

(Insights Subscription QR Code)

To use FEEL NEW brand mark in print, outdoor, TV and signage please submit
this form for approval
NSW visitor economy businesses are reminded to follow the latest health advice
and stay up to date with restrictions on nsw.gov.au 
For more information or if you have any questions about the new Brand Campaign,
contact us here

